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A-professional prize fighter named Ray (Boom Boom) --Mancini II landed a large number of punches on the head of a 

Korean boxer named Duk Koo Kim in a match in November. In the .. 

__ II""". 14th round, Mancini launched a fierce attack to 

Kim's head and the Korean boxer fell to the canvas, unconscious. 

Soon after, Duk Koo Kim was pronounced" brain 

dead and millions of fight fans--and opponents---began a serious 

discussion of how legal-fighting might be changed to help prevent 

ring deaths. 

Lyle Hallowell is an assistant professor in the Department 

of Sociology, here at Stony Brook. He has made a study of violence in 

sports. Dr. Hallowell. is thereiny sport more violent .trhan boxing? ,- ... ~ 
INTERVIEW HALLOWELL: Causes of violence ./' GP~~ 

Methods of preven~n attempted 
Possible ways to improve conditions 

THEME UP AND UNDER 

That's it for another Here at Stony Brook. I'm Al 

Oickle. Until next time, so long, everybody. 

x xxxx 
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